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Abstract: An efficient method for medical 

image authentication via visual cryptography 

is proposed. At first input image is selected 

then discrete wavelet transform is applied on 

the input image for partitioning the image in to 

blocks. Then optimal threshold value is 

determined for every block using modified 

cuckoo search algorithm. Next the dual shares 

are created from the secret image. After 

embedding, the extraction operation is carried 

out. Here visual cryptographic design is used 

for the purpose of image authentication and 

verification.The authentication and verification 

of medical image is assisted with the help of 

target database. All the secret images are 

registered previously in the target database. 

The performance of the proposed method is 

estimated by PSNR, MSE and normalized 

correlation.  
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transform;embedding process; extraction 

process;cuckoo search; visual cryptographic 
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1. Introduction 

Security has picked up a great deal of 

significance with the progression of data 

innovation. Keeping up the secrecy as well as 

privacy of information in data transmission 

has continually remain as an obstacle of 

concern (Ansari and Shaikh, 2015). The 

requirement of quick and secure data 

transmission is imperative in the medical 

environment.Medical data of patients are 

important and should have been secure amid 

storing, particularly in the cloud, and amid 

transmission between two healing centers ( 

Kester, 2012). In Medical, patient data is 

touchy and should have been securing amid 

capacity, particularly in the cloud, and amid 

transmission (pachiappan et al., 2014).  

Information hiding is eluded as a 

procedure to install helpful information 

(characterizing few data) into a cover media. 

In few usages, the inserted information is 

firmly identified with the cover media, for 

example, verification (Rakhunde and Nikose, 

2014). Digital Watermarking is a system that 

consolidates the copyright data using the 

information (normally picture or video) to be 

copyright ensured,for example, image is 

Visual cryptography (Madhuri et al., 2012). 

Visual cryptography is a cryptographic 

strategy in which visual data (Image, content, 

and so forth) is encoded such that the 

unscrambling can be done using the human 

visual framework thereby eliminating the 

usage of PC’s (Nagdive and Raut, 2015).  

2. Problem definition 

The common problem in existing visual 

cryptography methods are given below, 

 Inexisting method (Chiu and Lee, 

2015)includes the pixel expansion 

problem, the residual traces problem, 

the inter images interference problem, 

the ability to make a tradeoff between 

the visual quality of the meaningful 

shares and of their covered images, the 

lack of a systematic encryption 

method. 

 Security and lower quality of the 

image are the major problem of 

various existing method (Wang et al., 

2014). 

 Traditional watermarking techniques 

physically embed the watermarks into 
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the cover images and hence fail in 

resolving the tradeoff between 

imperceptibility, capacity and 

robustness. 

These are the main drawbacks of 

various existing works, which motivate us to 

do this research on visual cryptography. We 

are intended to propose a suitable method to 

achieve secure transmission and image quality. 

 

3. Proposed method 

Here we have determined to propose a method 

for medical image authentication via visual 

cryptography. Initially from the medical 

database the input image is selected. Then 

DWT is applied on the cover image for 

partitioning the blocks. Then the optimal 

threshold value is found for all the blocks 

using modified cuckoo search algorithm. Then 

the secret image to be embedded containing 

dual shares is converted in to binary message 

on the basis of the optimal threshold value. 

Then the secret image is embedded in the 

corresponding selected positions of the blocks. 

After embedding process extraction operation 

is performed. Extraction operation is the 

reverse process of embedding operation. In 

extraction process visual cryptographic design 

is used for the purpose of image authentication 

and verification. The extracted secret image 

has dual shares. On the basis of dual shares the 

receiver views the input image. The 

authentication and verification of medical 

image is assisted with the help of target 

database. All the secret images are registered 

previously in the target database. On the basis 

of the registered image in the database the 

authentication and verification of medical 

image is performed.  The overall diagram of 

the proposed method is shown below and the 

detailed illustration of the proposed method is 

as follows, 

 
Fig.1 The block diagram of proposed 

method 

 The step by step procedure of modified 

cuckoo search algorithm for threshold 

selection is illustrated in the following section, 

4.1 Modified cuckoo search algorithm for 

threshold selection 

Cuckoo search algorithm is a Meta heuristic 

algorithm which was spurred by the breeding 

attributes of the cuckoos and mitigates to 

finish. The measure of nests in cuckoo search 

quickly increments. Each egg demonstrates a 

solution and an egg of cuckoo shows a novel 

arrangement. In our proposed technique the 

solution characterizes the threshold esteem. 

The novel and better solution is supplanting 

the most dreadful outcome in the home. The 

way toward clustering is shown as below, 

Step 1: Initialization Phase  

The population (Ti, where i=1, 2,…n) of host 

nest is assumed arbitrarily.  

Step 2: Fitness Evaluation Phase 

The fitness function is assessed based on the 

equation and then choose the best solution. 

valuePSNRfitness max (1) 

Step 3: Updation Phase 

Change the initial solution utilizing levy 

flights in which cosine transform is utilized. 

The predominance of the new solution is 

evaluated and a nest is picked up arbitrarily. 

Assume if the situation that the excellence of 

new solution in the chosen nest is better when 
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contrasted with the old solutions, it will be 

replaced using the novel solution (Cuckoo). 

Otherwise, the past solution is shown to be the 

fittest solution. The levy flights utilized for 

typical cuckoo search algorithm is, 

)(
)()1(*
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ii 


 (2) 

By modifying the above mentioned 

equation, levy flight equation by utilizing the 

Gaussian distribution is indicated as follows, 

s

t

i

t

ii TTT 
 )()1(*

(3) 

Where, 

)exp(0  s                                                 

(4) 

 ,0   - Constants 

K – Current generation 

Step 4: Reject Worst Nest Phase 

Rejection of the most exceedingly bad nests is 

done in this area and depends on their 

probability values. At that point the novel ones 

are measured. At that point in view of their 

fitness function the best solutions are 

positioned. At that point the best solutions are 

perceived and are demonstrated as ideal 

outcomes. 

Step 5: Stopping Criterion Phase 

The process is continued unless the maximum 

iteration is reached. 

The optimized value is detected for 

every threshold value. The process is indicated 

in the form of flowchart below, 

 
Fig.2 Flowchart for modified cuckoo search 

4.2 Embedding process 

During embedding process, the conversion of 

secret image using binary image happens in 

light of the threshold esteem. Once the pixel 

esteem is greater than the threshold esteem or 

proportional to the threshold esteem, then the 

respective block is substituted in its position. 

Or else, zero is embedded in the block. At that 

point the secret image is partitioned into 

double shares. In our proposed technique 

Share 1 comprises of the partial copyright data 

of the secret image as well as the share 2 

comprises of other piece of the copyright data. 

Then the embedding of secret image happens. 

It is clarified below, 

Step 1:The image of the source is prepared to 

decide the pixel esteem. For the purpose of 

accomplishing this, DWT is utilized. This 

strategy is utilized for partitioning the image 

into segments of various significances and 

transforms transmission of domains within 

image happens. It will divide the image into 

four sub-bands like the LL, LH, HL as well as 

the HH. The sub band LL comprises of the 

low frequency data of image as well as the 

most extreme frequency data of image is 

accessible in the LH, HL and HH sub bands.  
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Step 2:For the embedding procedure the sub 

band LL is picked. Here, the proposed 

technique has used dual shares of secret image 

and the key esteem for the purpose of 

encryption. Here, without utilization of use of 

exact key esteem the un-approved client 

couldn't recover the secret data. In our 

proposed technique the key esteem relies upon 

the pixel esteem.  

Step 3:For the purpose of embedding the 

secret image the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of 

each block is chosen in the LL sub band. 

Step 4:Then in the chosen matrix the chosen 

bit planes are placed. 

Step 5:Finally the PSNR as well as MSE 

esteem is evaluated to prove the performance 

of embedding process. 

 

4.3 Extraction process 

During the extraction process, an inverse 

procedure of the embedding procedure is done 

for separating the secret data utilizing the 

embed image and is appeared differently in 

relation to the information. With the ultimate 

objective of finding the initial image amid the 

underlying step, the extraction algorithm plays 

out the proportionate procedure like the 

embedding algorithm. 

The extraction phase is explained in 

the following steps: 

Step 1:Initially IDWT is applied for 

embedding the image. This process leads to 

four sub bands like LL, LH, HL as well as HH.  

LL sub band contains low frequency contents 

likewise LH, HL as well as HH holds high 

frequency data.  

Step 2:LL band is preferred for performing 

extraction operation. Then at the LL sub band 

LSB is detected. 

Step 3:Finally the selected LSB planes are 

fixed in the form of matrix. Then the dual 

shares as well as input image available in the 

secret image are extracted.  

Then we move on to the visual cryptographic 

model. The overall illustration of visual 

cryptographic model is illustrated in the below 

section. 

Then we move on to the visual 

cryptographic model. The overall illustration 

of visual cryptographic model is illustrated in 

the below section, 

 

4.4 Visual cryptographic model 

Here the extracted secret image contains dual 

shares. It is not possible for the man for 

viewing the complete secret image content just 

by retaining a portion of share. Visual 

Cryptographic design comprises of server1, 

server2 as well as the target. Share 1 contains 

the portion of the copyright data of secret 

image that is made available in server 1 as 

well as the share 2 contains the remaining 

portion of copyright data available in server 2. 

In order to view the entire image exclusive-OR 

(XOR) operation is done among two shares. 

The target contains the entire message which 

is indicated as share 1 as well as share 2. In the 

target, different images contained in the secret 

images are offered. If the obtained secret 

images appear same as the images available in 

target database then the authentication is 

verified. The verification is performed by 

computing distance value between the 

registered secret image present in the target 

database as well as the secret image which was 

extracted. Over all process is shown in fig.3. It 

is as follows, 

 
Fig.3 The process of visual cryptographic 

model 

 

5. Result and Discussion 

The experimental results obtained using our 

proposed method is made clear in the 

following section. In this paper the proposed 

Authentication and verification of medical 

image through visual cryptography with aid of 
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Modified cuckoo search is discussed. The 

proposed method is executed in a windows 

machine comprising configurations Intel (R) 

Core i5 processor, 3.20 GHz, 4 GB RAM, 

with Microsoft Window7 Professional as 

operation system platform. The proposed 

method is implemented in MATLAB.  

 

5.2 Experimental Results 

Initially from the database the input image is 

chosen. Here medical images are utilized as 

input. The sample images are shown in fig.4 

(a) and the secret image is shown in fig.4 (b). 

It is shown in beneath, 

 
Fig. 4(a) Sample images 

 
Fig. 4(b) Secret image 

 

5.2Evaluation Matrices 

The proposed method is evaluated using the 

following metrics and their illustration is as 

follows: 

 Peak Signal to noise ratio (PSNR) 

The excellence of the embed image is 

evaluated using the PSNR value. It is the 

proportion among the source image as well as 

the embed image. The PSNR is recognized 

utilizing the mean square error (MSE). The 

MSE provides the aggregate squared error 

among the defiling noise as well as the 

greatest energy of the signal.  As the PSNR 

value increases the MSE value decreases and 

hence the quality enhanced embedded image 

could be obtained. 
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Where; 

 jiI ,  Original image  

 jiE , Embed image  

 

 Normalized correlation (NC) 

The NC is used to measure the different 

between the embed image  jiE ,  and the 

restored source image  jiI , . The Higher the 

NC value, better the restored source image. 
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 Where; 

 jiE , Embed image 

 jiI ,  Restored source image 

h Height of the embed image 

w Width of the embed image  

5.3 Theory and practical implication of 

visual cryptography  

Data Security is a challenging issue of data 

communications today that touches many 

areas including secure communication 

channel, strong data encryption technique and 

trusted third party to maintain the database. A 

biometric cryptosystem provides a better 

secures approach to encryption and decryption 

methodologies by using a key-pair generated 

from the individual’s identity e.g., fingerprint 

impressions. In addition to that, in a core 

banking system, there is a chance of 

encountering forged signature for transaction. 

And in the net banking system, the password 

of customer may be hacked and misused. This 

type of security challenges can be overcome 

by using visual cryptography which allows 
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visual information (Image, text, etc) to be 

encrypted in such a way that the decryption 

can be performed by the human visual system 

without the aid of computers. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Authorization and verification of medical 

image via visual cryptography with a help of 

Modified cuckoo search algorithm is proposed 

here. Our proposed method is implemented 

using MATLAB. The effectiveness of the 

proposed method is measured in terms of 

various evaluation metrics such as PSNR, 

Normalized correlation and MSE value. On 

the basis of these metrics our proposed method 

is evaluated ant the results were also compared 

with other existing methods. The overall 

PSNR value of proposed method is 51.07 db 

and is more than the existing algorithm. The 

overall normalized correlation value of the 

proposed method is more and is 0.982 NC 

value. Using the proposed method the error 

value is 0.0203. Hence our proposed method 

has high PSNR, NC value and low MSE value 

respectively.  
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